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We present a novel x-ray diffraction method suitable for a pretise analysis of strain, strain gradients and
for an estimation of mosaiciw in comolex multilaver structures. which is used to analavze MBE srown short
period SipGen superlatticei (SL's, m and n nu-mber of monolayers). Recently su5st".tti"l piogress has
been achieved in the growth of strained SVGe heterostructures: through the use of thick graded SiGe alloy
buffers the number of threadine dislocations was shown to be reduced bv several orders of masnitude in
comparison to heterostructur"i grorun on about 200 A buffers with ionstant Ge content. fhe strain
symmetrized Si/SiGe structures and Sir;1Gep SL's grown on the graded alloy buffers have also superior
electronic porperties as evidenced e-g. by the observation of efficient photoluminescence as well as
electroluminescence, even at room temperature I I ]. We have recently shown [2] that by the use of ftiple
axis x-ray diffractometry, which allows the determination of the diffusely scattered intensity distribution
around reciprocal lattice points, the strain status of the buffer and ofthe SL layers can be directly obtained
with higher precision than previously possible with double crystal diffraction methods.

In thb refined buffer concept on top of the graded alloy buffer Bl a further SiGe alloy buffer B2 is
deposited, which should have a constant Ge content corresponding exactly to the mean Ge content of the
stack of SL layers in order to achieve the goal of a freestanding SL. We report on structural studies on
several Si6Ge4 and Si9Ge6 short period SL's, which were used for the luminescence studies reported in [1]
as well, employing the novel triple axis diffractometry. For the measurements a Barteis type four crystal
monocbromator was used in the primary beam, whereas in the secondary beam either a slit with an opening
angle of 180 arcsac (conventional double crystal (DCD)technique) or a two reflection Ge (22O) channel cut
analyzer crystal (triple axis diffractometry (TAD) optics: detector opening dngle:'I2 arcsec) was employed.
In order to obtain reciprocal lattice maps, o/2@ scans (i.e.: in direction radial from the origin of the reci-
procal lattice(000)) are performed for different o: offsets (i.e.:transvgrse, along a circle with center
(000),t21). In the following we demonstrate the method of reciprocal space mapping on three nominally
identical Si9Ge6 superlattices (samples A,B, and C, the SL part of wliich is grown at 500'C,470"C and
450"C,100 periods, B 1: step graded buffer with Ge content increased stepwise by 3Vo per 50 nm up to 650
nm, followed by buffer 82 nominally 4OVo Ge content, 550 nm thick, prior to growth of the SL one
monolayer of Sb is deposited) by comparing TAD with DCD measurements (figs.Ia: periods of the SL's
A,B,and C from the OCO ana fAO oiZO icans: 22.02A, 23.57 A and 23.964 ): Alreidy in single or/2@
scans, the higher resolution offered by the TAD method allows to differentiate between the diffraction peak
originating from the (004) Bragg reflection from the buffer 82 and from the main superlattice peak SLO,
even for slight differences in the mean Ge content and strain status of the SL layers in comparison to the
buffer 82 (Fig.1b). Furthermore, reciprocal space maps around the (0O4) and Q2$ reflections are used to
determine independently the in plane lattice constants ap of the buffer 82 and of the SL as well as the lattice
constants along growth direction an (Fig2). Mere inspection ofthe relative positions of the extrema of the
reflections from the Si substrate, the buffer 82 and the main SL peak SLO in the (224) reciprocal lattice map
(Fig.2,rhs) indicates that not oniy the mean Ge content of the SL #C is different from that of 82. 82 is
nearly fully relaxed, however, since the center of SLO does not coincide with the line ll[224] through the Si
substrate reflection maximum, the whole SL stack is under slight biaxial compression (see Tab.I). The
centrosymrnetric shape of the intensity contours around the extrema proves that no strain gradient is present
in the SL #C. No information on elastic constants is necessary for the exact determination of the strain
status and zo ass wnptions on the degree of relaxation or on the thicknesses of the constituent layers have to
be made. Results ar6 lsted in Table I (where ep,n denote in-plane strains and strains in growth direction; the
precision of the lattice constant determination is + 0.0003A). We want to point out that for the strain
analysis just the positions ofthe intensity extrema in the reciprocal lattice maps are needed.

In addition we use the whole distribution of the diffusely scattered intensity in the reciporcal Space maps
for the buffer and superlattice peaks 82 and SLO to obtiin further informition on the defect itructuris
present in these layers. This method can be applied for sample C, where the reciprocal lattice points from 82
and SLO are fully separated. The correlation function G of the random deformation field due to structural
defects is calculated directly from the isointensity contours. The approach is similar to the Patterson
analysis well known from statistical optics. In a first step a mosaic block model, which contains the mosaic



block size 2R and the relative block tilting A as independent statistical paramet€rs, has been used to estfunate
the defect structure @g.3 shows G and simulation for (004) SL,IO in sample C: 2R=310 nm, A=370 arcsec).

We show, that the novel method of tiple axis diffractometry gives precise information on the strain status
and the degree of relaxation in complef multilayer structures, Especirally in the case of overlapping Bragg
dilltaction peaks ftom nearly freestanding, strain-symmetrized SigGel slrcrt period superlanices and from
underlying buffers. Furthermore, the reciprocal space rnaps yield the shape of isointensity contours of
scatGred radiation, from which - to our knowledge for the first time for SilGe structures - information on
the correlation function of the deformation field due to structural defects is obtained. The latter can be
expressed in terms of two statistical parameters assuming a certain defect model.

[1] J.Engvall et al.Appl.Phys.Lett, in print; J.Olajos, SiMBE-5, invited paper.
[2] E.Koppensteiner et al. Appl.Phys.latt. 62, 1783 (1993).

Tab.I.: Structural strains and relative thicknesses of les A,B and C.
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Fig. l: Double crystal and triple axis (undemeath DCD) single (004) n/2@ scans of samples A,B and C.
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Fig.2: Reciprocal space maps around (004) (a) and (224) (b).
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